
Customer 01/01/2021
31/03/2021

Activity Unit Quote Cost Details
iPAFFS/Health Notification to Local Authority

Raising and processing iPAFFS/Health Notification 
requirements Per Declaration

TBD
At present this is not required and may be necessary in the 
future and costs will therefore be agreed at that point once 
details are known.

Inbound

Standard Customs clearance imports declaration at 
Dover or Channel Tunnel (Includes first HS code). Per declaration

£49.50 This is specific to Dover and the Channel Tunnel as Port 
costs vary with differing ports

Standard Customs clearance imports declaration for 
more than single shipment vehicles Per declaration

£37.50
This is for vehicles that require more than a single customs 
clearance declaration from HWL

Standard Customs clearance imports declaration at 
other ports extra to Dover and the Channel Tunnel Per declaration

TBD
To be determined on requirement, as each port is different 
and port charges vary.

Additional Lines / HS Codes Per code £3.00 Additional HS Codes or countries of origin

Security declarations export from the EU Per Declaration
N/A

This is not at present quoted, as the process is unclear, but 
it is assumed that it will need to be completed by the 
Haulier

Security declarations import into the UK Per Declaration
TBD

This is at present delayed by the UK government for 6 
months and therefore exact requirements are not know 
and will be provided once available.

Use of Hellmann deferment account % of tax outlay

 £25.00 min or 
3% 

To be used as a contingency to customer's deferment 
account but will not provide credit so funds would need to 
be available prior to deferment being provided.

Inspection costs By Vehicle

 As incurred + 
10% 

administration 

If a vehicle is required to be inspected, all costs of 
inspection to be charged along with an administration 
charge for processing.  Inspections are anticipated to be by 
exception, but can occur.

HMRC paper checks if entries go Route 1 or 2 Per Declaration
£5.00

Most entries are set and go 'route 6' - instant clearance 
with no HMRC checks. Route 1 or 2 = all docs to be sent to 
HMRC Salford for inspection before clearance.

Outbound
Each export would require a declaration as well as a 'T' 
form.

Standard Customs Clearance export declaration 
processed inland Per Declaration

£35.00
This assumes that declarations are completed at Hellmann 
site where vehicle must physically attend.

Standard Customs Clearance export declaration 
processed at Port (Dover & Channel Tunnel) Per Declaration

£35.00
Assumes that vehicle is processed at the port and not at 
Hellmann site.  Assumption that Port costs are included in 
the declaration and not as part of the 'T' Form.

Standard Customs Clearance export declaration 
processed at Port (Non Dover or Channel Tunnel) Per Declaration

n/a
Assumes that vehicle is processed at the port and not at 
Hellmann site.  To be determined on requirement, as each 
port is different.

T' form processed separate to the declaration Per 'T' form
£25.00

Assumption that Port costs are included in the declaration 
and not as part of the 'T' Form.

T' form processed at the same time as the Customs 
Clearance declaration Per 'T' form

£15.00 If a 'T' form is processed in conjunction with the 
declaration, the additional cost for the 'T' form is reduced.

Additional Lines Per code £3.00 Additional HS Codes or countries of origin

Security declarations export from the UK Per Declaration
TBD

This is included in the export declaration and receives no 
extra charge.

Security declarations import into the EU Per Declaration
TBD

At present there is no information regarding how this will 
be processed post Brexit and as such costs cannot be 
calculated.

Inspection costs By Vehicle
 As incurred + 

10% 

If a vehicle is required to be inspected, all costs of 
inspection to be charged along with an administration 

Managing Fee Per Declaration n/a

Travel to Ireland

Full load EU to Eire or Eire to EU By Vehicle

N/A

Assuming that the vehcile travels on a 'T' form from origin 
through to final destimation without transhipment, it is 
anticipated that there would be no need for customs 
requirements in the UK.

Groupage EU to Eire or Eire to EU By Shipment
TBD

This would need to be further considered regarding the 
requirements or temperature controlled products and 
space requirements.

All costs are subject to the correct information, required to process the declaration, being provided on the commercial invoice 
The above quotation is based on the present conditions for post Brexit Customs Clearances as per released government papers for a No Deal scenario and 

The above quotation excludes taxes, duties,
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